
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holy shit, how many times am I going to be summoned tonight?! 

What do you want, mortal? 
T-this humble servant h-has a question f-for you, oh great Thyrran Shaurrus, Lord of Demons, Prince of Darkness, Flayer of 
Souls, Master of Agonies, Torturer of…  

Yes, yes, get on with it already! 

W=well, you see, I want to get rid of m-m-my enemies, but they are stubborn old bastards.! How c-can I defeat them? 

Christ almighty, to how many idiots do I have to explain this? 

Torment them with insufferable curses until they give up and 

take their own lives. 

M-my gratitude is immeasurable, Lord of D-demons, my debt to you can n-never be re…. 

that’s enough, I get. good night, pathetic worm.  

( sinks back into the abyss while mumbling to himself ) I swear to god, can’t a 

demon get some sleep ? I’m going to raise hell on the next fool who wakes me up. 

cursed 



Components 

❖ Board 
❖ 80 cards of each word type 

 

Set-up 

1. Place the board in the middle of the table. 
2. Shuffle all the verbs in one pile and place that pile face-down on the board. Do the same for 

all other word types. 
3. Each player draws 3 cards of each word type. 
4. To determine the starting player, each player screams in agony (not at the same time). 

After every player is done screaming, everyone votes on their favorite scream. You can’t 
vote on your own scream. Whoever gets the most votes is the starting player. 

actions on your turn 

You may take any number of the following 4 actions once, in an order of your choice: 
❖ You may curse someone (including yourself). 

To curse someone, place any number of cards from your hand in front of them. Then read 
the curse out loud, and make sure everyone understands what the curse means.  

❖ You may add any number of cards to an existing curse. 
❖ You may switch one card in an existing curse with a card in another curse or a card 

from your hand. 
❖ You may move one card from an existing curse to any place in an existing curse. 

 
While taking an action, you may fold or unfold cards to create different words. See example A. 
Whenever you curse someone or change something about an existing curse, you become the owner 
of that curse. 
After you’re done taking actions,  draw 4 cards from any combination of word types. 
 

major Rules 

1. The owner of the curse makes all choices regarding that curse: 
❖ The owner decides the imaginary interpunction. See example B. 
❖ The owner of the curse decides if two words are separate or combined. See example C. 
❖ The owner of the curse decides the tense of a verb. See example D. 
❖ The owner of the curse decides if a noun is singular or plural. See example E. 
❖ If something else is unclear about the execution of a curse, the owner also decides. 

2. Infinite loops are allowed. See example F. 
3. And the most important rule of all: 

Curses must be coherent, grammatically correct and practically possible at all times. 
See example G &H. 

 

minor rules 

❖ Some words can be used as multiple word types. Feel free to do so. 
❖ if there are no more cards left to draw, players no longer draw cards.  
❖ Words may partially cover each other to create new words. 
❖ the owner of the curse may put an imaginary ‘n’ behind the word ‘A’. 
❖ verbs and nouns which belong to different word types also fall under major rule 1.  
❖ ‘enemy/enemies’ refers to the enemy/enemies of the cursed person. 

 

losing 

If you give up or refuse to follow instructions on any curse (not necessarily curses placed on 
you), you lose and are out of the game. If you owned any curses, these curses are now owned by 
whoever the curse is placed on. 
If you lose, unfold the cards in your hand and all cards in curses placed on you, then shuffle 
them back into their respective piles. 

The objective 

If you are the last player left, you win! 
If you refuse to follow the instructions on a curse, you lose! 
 
 



Example A: folding a card 

                              
 

Example B: imaginary interpunction 

 

 

Example c: combining words 

 

 

Example D: Verb tenses 

   

 

Example E: Singular or plural nouns 

 

 

Example F: Infinite loops 

 

 

Example G: a coherent, grammatically correct and practically possible curse ( allowed ) 

 

Example H: caveman talk ( not allowed ) 

  

 

at The end of Your Turn, you moan ‘milk’ Three Times. 

butt cheek 

throws  pinches 

fingers  feet 

every time an enemy licks Your Nipple,  an enemy licks Your Nipple. 

Whenever You Draw A Card, Each enemy SlapS Your Face with A banana. 

You Draw Card, enemy Slaps Face banana. 

Everything coloured red is not actually there, you’ll have to imagine it. 



 

 
 

verbs nouns specifiers

rs 

connectors personalisers timers 



Slap eat lick bite pinch 

curse throw Slam moan dance 

twist grab draw discard say 

shake kiss pull put rub 

Slap eat lick bite pinch 

curse throw slam moan dance 

twist grab draw discard say 

shake kiss pull put rub 

 



Slap eat lick bite pinch 

curse throw slam moan dance 

twist grab draw discard say 

shake kiss pull put rub 

Slap eat lick bite pinch 

curse throw slam moan dance 

twist grab draw discard say 

shake kiss pull put rub 

  



face butt nipple cheek lap 

ear nose hole lip belly 

pan banana mud foot hand 

card card hair finger milk 

face butt nipple cheek lap 

ear nose hole lip belly 

pan banana mud foot hand 

card card hair finger milk 

 



face butt nipple cheek lap 

ear nose hole lip belly 

pan banana mud foot hand 

card card hair finger milk 

face butt nipple cheek lap 

ear nose hole lip belly 

pan banana mud foot hand 

card card hair finger milk 

  



a two three four eight 

a two three five nine 

a two three six ten 

a two three seven 100 

a two three left right 

a two three left right 

a two three left right 

a two three left right 

  



a two three four eight 

a two three five nine 

a two three six ten 

a two three seven 100 

a two three left right 

a two three left right 

a two three left right 

a two three left right 

  



you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

  



you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

you your enemy their each 

  



in of on with at 

in of on with at 

in of on with at 

in of on with at 

in of on with for 

in of on with for 

in for on with for 

in for on with for 

  



in of on with at 

in of on with at 

in of on with at 

in of on with at 

in of on with for 

in of on with for 

in for on with for 

in for on with for 

  



time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

 



time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

time the start the end turn whenever 

minute once per every turn whenever 

 


